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Big investors buy European bonds over US Treasuries as economies diverge
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Fall in German inflation boosts hopes of ECB rate cut
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War in Ukraine
EU court rules in favour of Russian oligarchs Fridman and Aven in blow to sanctions regime
Judgment finds insufficient evidence that billionaires had undermined Ukraine
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Artificial intelligence
OpenAI and Meta ready new AI models capable of ‘reasoning’ 
Upgrades are part of a wave of new large language models being released this year










Musk predicts AI will overtake human intelligence next year
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European banks
Monaco private bank faces US lawsuit based on anti-mafia laws
The case against CMB centres on a long-running dispute between two Russian businessmen over a property deal
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Cost of joining high-end clubs skyrockets — if aspiring members can get off the waiting list
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Hungary
Hungarian sex abuse scandal hits close to home for Orbán
Cover-up of paedophilia at orphanage near prime minister’s village dents reputation and leads to rise of internal challenger
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US interest rates
Bridgewater’s Bob Prince says Fed rate-cutting hopes are ‘off track’
Influential investor says US inflation and growth are not at levels where interest rates can fall










Investors lose hope of rapid US interest rate cuts this year
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Asia maritime tensions
The rusting Philippine ship forcing Biden to focus on China
US president to hold historic summits with Japanese and Philippine leaders in Washington this week
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Chinese economy
Fitch cuts China credit outlook to negative on ‘uncertain economic prospects’
Rating agency voices concern as Beijing transitions from property-led growth model
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How Yellen struggled to move the needle on US-China trade
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Israel-Hamas war
Defiant Israel seeks to tough out intensifying international criticism
Tide of censure strengthens Israeli resolve to see Gaza war out to bitter end
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US banks
 opinion content. Lex. Watered-down Basel III could boost US banks 
Excess capital may find its way to investors in the form of buybacks and dividends if capital requirements are pared back
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UK foreign policy
Cameron says Ukraine aid is in US interest after meeting Trump
Talks in Florida come before British foreign secretary goes to Washington for meetings with lawmakers










Wider war in Europe ‘no longer a fantasy’, warns EU’s top diplomat
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Latin America
 opinion content. Global Insight. Latin America is beating the world at trading insults
Vicious spats and name-calling are paralysing co-operation across the region
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Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile SA
China’s Tianqi Lithium’s $4bn bet on Chile at risk of backfiring 
Strategy is at risk as President Gabriel Boric’s government works to take back control of resources
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African politics
 opinion content. Russia is filling the vacuum left by the west in the Sahel
The courting of Niger’s military junta epitomises the growing security challenge in this part of Africa

Sylvie Kauffmann
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Mortgages
High mortgage rates lead to rise in lending scams
More prospective homebuyers are falling victim to offers of financing that are too good to be true
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South African politics
Zuma free to run as candidate in South African election, court rules
Former president and his new MK party could squeeze the governing ANC in May’s poll
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 opinion content. The west is suffering from its own success
Smartphone addiction, culture wars and low birth rates are byproducts of wealth
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Critics argue that penalties are just seen as part of the cost of doing business
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TikTok staff face big US tax bills on shares they cannot sell
Current and former employees of video app’s Chinese parent ByteDance in outcry over stock award liabilities 
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US banks set for profits boost as expectations grow of fewer Fed rate cuts
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